Duct Tape Rose Flower Pen

Supplies: Green Duct Tape, Colored Duct Tape, Scissors, Clear Tubing size 5/16 x 1/2 - 3/32 Wall-cut 2 ½” long, Pen (Bic Round Medium), Box Cutter, & Cutting Board.

Pen - Cut tubing 2 ½” long and slip over pen.

Flower Center - Cut (1) 1” green and cover end of tubing and pen.

Leaves - Cut (2) 5” green and fold down leaving 1” of sticky. Cut into leaf shape and set aside.

Rose- Round 1: Cut (6) 2” color duct tape strips. *Fold corner down leaving some sticky side. Fold other corner and secure leaving some sticky at bottom. Attach each petal to pen turning outside ends so petal turns out not up.*
Rose Round 2: Cut (7) 2 ½” color duct tape strips. *Repeat Round 1*

Rose Round 3: Cut (5) 3” color duct tape strips. *Repeat Round 1*

Rose Round 4: Cut a ½” color duct tape strip and wrap around base of flower to secure all the petals.

Leaves - Wrap the 2 green leaves to base of tubing on pen. Cut ½ “green duct tape and wrap around base of leaves to reinforce.

When your pen dries up you can remove the duct tape flower and replace it with a new pen.
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